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SAUVIGNON BLANC  
WHITE WINES

SITUATED IN THE HEART OF THE CAPE WINELANDS, OUR CELLAR IS PROUDLY STELLENBOSCH WINES   

SOMERBOSCH   2023   170
It’s fresh, crisp and vibrant with a bouquet of ripe peach and apricot. Full, with a long, soft finish. 
Clean and fresh on the palate.

GROENLAND   2023  175
This wine offers fresh fruit and tropical flavours with hints of asparagus, granadilla, gooseberry, guava and 
green pepper on the nose. Pale gold colour with a long clean finish.

STELLENRUST   2023  175
A Sauvignon Blanc that has a crisp acidity with a bouquet of yellow summer fruit and herbs. A fairtrade 
certified wine.

DORNIER COCOA HILL   2023    185
A fresh and youthful wine with abundant tropical fruit flavours. Well balanced fruit, alcohol and acidity.

L’AVENIR   2022   200
Wonderful quaffing style Sauvignon Blanc, lots of tropical fruit.

LANZERAC   2022   210
Crisp and refreshing. Generous aromas of green fruits that interplay with white fruits. A fresh lemongrass 
mouthfeel with subtle minerality is rounded off by a soft creaminess in the long finish due to extended lees 
contact. 

BOSCHKLOOF   2023   230
Created in a fruit-driven style with kiwi, guava, gooseberry and hints of litchi flavours. These tropical 
characters are integrated with a balanced acidity that adds to the complexity.   

TOKARA   2023   230
This wine has an almost dusty stone fruit impression with great broad, fresh acidity and balance. 

THELEMA    2023   240
Flinty mineral nose with a touch of nettles.

MOOIPLAAS   2023   280
Tropical notes on the nose. Winter melon and litchi, fresh, full on the palate, good balance and length.

BARTINNEY   2022   375
Generous in style with an abundance of ripe granadilla, green fig and grapefruit aromas. The palate is 
rich and opulent, layered with ripe tropical fruit and underlining minerality.

WARWICK PROFESSOR BLACK  2023 320
Striking nose with notes of elderflower, nettles, ripe passionfruit and lime. The palate is alive and 
zesty with an abundance of passionfruit and citrus, beautifully textured with bright lingering acidity. 

STARK-CONDÉ ROUND MOUNTAIN SINGLE BLOCK  2023   500
Crafted from a 28-year-old vineyard, barrel fermentation and lees ageing for added texture and complexity.  
It has a modern fruitiness coupled with a classic structure.
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RUSTENBERG UNWOODED   2023    215
The wine has a lime green straw colour. Bright citrus aromas and fruit with elegant oatmeal whiffs, 
flinty and attractively lean on the palate, ending with a refreshingly crisp finish. 

VRIESENHOF UNWOODED   2023  225
The wine is light, refreshing and bursting with fruit. This is a delicate wine and a true expression of its place. 
Easy quaffing and typical of Stellenbosch.

GLENELLY GLASS COLLECTION UNOAKED   2021   265
A pretty close example of a SA Chablis. Delightful, limey freshness without the interference of oak. The wine 
has a super middle-palate that Dirk van Zyl seems to have perfected – a real favourite with the bone marrow as 
it cuts through the delicious fat indulgence!

EIKENDAL RESERVE JANINA UNWOODED   2023    280
Janina exudes rich honey flavours with notes of sweet apple, orange peel and lemon zest. A floral richness 
surprises on the palate, which is carried through mid-palate with a delightful, fresh finish. A wine that delivers 
on the palate.

UNWOODED CHARDONNAY

WOODED CHARDONNAY
DAVID FINLAYSON EDGEBASTON   2022    295
David Finlayson of the famous winemaking family shows a deft hand at producing this moreish wine, 
with its subtle stone fruit and crème brûlee creaminess. 

VERGELEGEN PREMIUM   2022 310
This wine shows an attractive varietal aroma with an inviting central citrusy core. The oaking is beautifully 
subtle.

HARTENBERG   2022     320
Cellar master Carl Schultz created a wonderful wine with white pear, tropical fruits, vanilla and 
roasted almonds on the bouquet, married flawlessly to a rich, melded palate. It has subtle, integrated oak, 
a creamy finish and fresh acidity.

DALLA CIA   2021    430
Less oaky and much lower in alcohol than most wines of this style. Gives the impression of a bigger wine 
because of the stirred-less effect.

MURATIE ISABELLA   2022    480
Naturally fermented, unfiltered with a hint of kumquat and roasted nuts.

DELHEIM SUR LIE   2022    490
A light vibrant golden colour with a green hue. Granny Smith apples, citrus, stone fruit and quince with subtle 
nuances of oak on the nose, follows through on the subtle, but well structured palate. 

UVA MIRA   2022   600
A juicy and zesty expression of pure fruit, with fresh citrus flavours that envelop the palate and intermingle 
with the beautifully balanced and fine, chalky structure. Terrific length, poise and intensity with lingering fruit 
and perfume and an exquisite tang of naartjie on the dry finish. 

CAPENSIS’ SILENE   2020/21    655
A blend of Fijnbosch vineyard and neighbouring mountain vineyards, the Silene offers alluring notes of lemon-
lime, peach, and citrus blossom, carried by a bright salinity and richly textured, mineral finish.

HARTENBRG THE ELEANOR   2020  1030
An expressive bouquet with lime zest and stone fruit at its core. Elegantly integrated oak shows notes of 
butterscotch opening up to a roasted nut aroma and a clean, chalky minerality. An initial bright acidity on the 
palate balances the rich and creamy texture of the wine with the peach and lime notes following through to 
a lingering, toasty finish.

JORDAN NINE YARDS   2022   1050
The Nine Yards Chardonnay is made in a reserve style, with barrel selection from Jordan’s best vineyard site. 
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CHENIN BLANC
CERTIFIED HERITAGE VINEYARDS

SIMONSIG  2023   180
This wine constantly over delivers with tropical fruit, not bone dry but balanced and extravagant.

DORNIER COCOA HILL  2023  190
Being a truly versatile variety and lending itself well to many different styles, Dornier made a wine in a 
fresh and fruit-driven style. The wine has a lively bright colour with delicate aromas of passionfruit and litchis. 
The palate is vibrant with a refreshing acidity and flavours of tropical fruit. 

MULDERBOSCH STEEN OP HOUT  2022  220
Subtle wood notes delivering yellow apple and earthy oatmeal undertones. If you want a full-bodied and 
complex Chenin from dry land vineyards, this is it.

MOOIPLAAS BUSH VINES  2023           265
Wild honey, peach and apricot complexity on the nose, complementing the 15% wood component. Intense long 
finish, a fine wine.

DELHEIM WILD FERMENT   2022           310
This Chenin has a 60% wood component, adding an element of spice to the charming peach aromas.

GRONDPAD  2022            310
Fruit form a cool Banghoek slope creates this fun, well balanced wine with crushed fruit bowl aromas that 
meet up with a matched palate. Fresh, crisp, lingering and full of surprises. Enjoy with good food and friends.

KEN FORRESTER OLD VINE RESERVE    2023   340
Golden hue and full-bodied, melon and spicy baked apple aromas. Layered with mineral notes enhanced 
with honeycomb and caramel flavours from lees contact.

LONGRIDGE   2022 360
Green sweet melon, rich citrus, lime and perfume greet you on the nose, while hints of nuttiness on the palate 
ends in a crisp fresh finish. A certified organic wine.

KOELENHOF STELLENBOSCH 1679 BUSH VINE   2020 460
The wine has yellow apples, white pear and a hint of honey bouquet, with an appealing freshness on the finish. 
Wooded.

DAVID FINLAYSON CAMINO AFRICANA   2022   470
It has an unmistakable minerality with a salty umami flavour on the palate, only found when vines have 
struggled for decades to make their mark in the soil. The palate is intense, powerful but subtle and gorgeous.

DORNIER MOORDENAARSKLOOF   2021   495
Bright, pale straw colour with a delicate scent of wild flowers and fruit, especially Cape honeysuckle, white 
peaches and pineapples, and a delicate underlying minerality. The palate fully matches the nose with a creamy 
sensation and a texture that combines elegance, intensity and concentrated fruit flavours.

KLEINE ZALZE FAMILY RESERVE   2022   550
Great use of barrel fermentation that gives distinct hay and quince undertones. 

REMHOOGTE RESERVE HONEYBUNCH   2023   560
This Chenin Blanc has bold flavours of honeyed dried pineapple and apricots, associations that are balanced 
with great acidity. There are slight hints of Botrytis giving that enticing ‘sweet’ connotation but the wine is dry. 
Made from a single 33-year-old vineyard.

RAATS FAMILY WINES OLD VINE   2022   780
A complex nose showing quince, white peach and yellow apple, with fenugreek spices giving more dimension 
alongside the mineral intensity of the wine. The stone fruit follows through onto an exceptionally balanced, 
very delicate and fine textured palate showing a peach-melba character with an exquisite length and freshness.

KEN FORRESTER THE FMC   2022   1300
Ken regards this wine as the pinnacle of the finest expression of this varietal – an icon Chenin, a challenge 
to the world! Rich, layered with dried apricot, baked apple, vanilla and honey. The wine is off-dry to medium sweet, 
creamy and quite superb.
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WHITE BLENDS
UNUSUAL AND EXCITING WHITE BLENDS

DORNIER DONATUS WHITE   2018  420
The Donatus White has a very inviting aroma of white flowers, crisp pear and stone fruit, even white peach 
and lanolin. This white is a blend of Chenin Blanc (81%) and Semillon (19%). 

KEERMONT TERRASSE   2021    490
The wine has a soft full palate. Subtle fruit flavours of peach, litchi and apricot are complemented by 
hints of sweet spice and vanilla. There is good weight on the mid-palate and a light texture.  

DEMORGENZON MAESTRO WHITE   2020 475
This is a Roussanne-led aromatic and sumptuous blend with Chenin Blanc and Grenache and touches of 
Viognier and Marsanne. There are slight hints of wood showing, which increases the enjoyment of the blend.

STARK-CONDÉ FIELD BLEND  2022 490
This aromatic blend is made from a single vineyard block that consists of four different grape varietals. 
Roussanne and Viognier add richness and texture, while Chenin Blanc and Verdelho add bright fruit and acidity.

ROSÉ & BLUSH WINES
SPIER SIGNATURE CHARDONNAY PINOT NOIR   2023    170
This pale salmon coloured, dry Rosé has an appealing chalky texture and gentle rose scented berry fruit- 
a style that has become ‘all the rage’ if you follow trends.

DORNIER COCOA HILL CABERNET SAUVIGNON ROSÉ   2023 185
This wine has a soft, salmon pink colour and is bursting with aromas of strawberries and rose petals. The 
palate is vibrant with a good balance between the bright acidity and flavours of Turkish Delight, strawberries 
and red cherries. The finish is juicy and dry and the wine has a pleasant length.

LANZERAC DRY PINOTAGE ROSÉ   2023   220
A serious dry Rosé made from Pinotage. The wine is low in alcohol, has a beautiful salmon pink colour and 
really does dance on your tongue.

TAMBOERSKLOOF KATHARIEN ROSÉ   2023  230
A medium/full-bodied, dry style Rosé with delicate pale pink colour. Perfumed aromas of summer berries, 
violets and grapefruit are present on the nose. The acidity is fresh, but the texture on palate is silky.

DELAIRE GRAFF CABERNET FRANC ROSÉ   2023   235
A Cabernet Franc Rosé, with a unique pink colour. It displays flavours of ripe strawberries, cassis and candy 
floss and has a seductive spicy finish. Handpicked and gently pressed to obtain the perfect, subtle pink hue.

STELLEKAYA CYGNUS ROSÉ   2023  275
Lively aromatics of fresh summer berries with aromas of musk rose, passionfruit, yellow peach and subtle 
nuances of white pepper. The palate is clean, fruity and balanced, showcasing its bright acidity.

LIEVLAND LIEFKOOS ROSÉ   2023 395
An elegant dry Rosé made from carefully selected Syrah and Mourvédre parcels on the Lievland Estate. 
Pomegranate, redcurrant and cranberry aromas with citrus peel and lively fruit on the palate.4

OTHER WHITE VARIETALS
USANA THE RUNAWAY PINOT GRIS   2022    280
This is a cracking wine that shows how Pinot Gris offers a great alternative variety. With an inherent sweetness 
to the fruit, it’s a dry white that has loads of apple, pear and melon flavours.

THELEMA RIESLING   2018   295
Made in off-dry style, showing fragrant spice on the nose and flavours of yellow fruit and lime on the palate. 
The wine shows a delicate balance of sweetness and acidity.

HARTENBERG RIESLING  2021   330
A bouquet that displays beautiful elements of chalky, flint and minerally notes. The wine is juicy and opulent 
on palate entry and then a fine acidity arrives to provide a perfect foil to the inherent fruit ‘sweetness’, 
despite being bone dry.

DORNIER SEMILLON  2021 370
On first impression this wine has an attractive golden colour. The nose is bursting with flavours of lemon rind, 
fresh hay, caramelised apple and honey. The palate is rich in flavours of quince, lemon meringue and brioche, 
with a luscious full texture backed by a well balanced acidity and lingering aftertaste.
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JORDAN CHAMELEON   2022       210
According to African folklore, the chameleon is believed to have magical powers. The gardens at Jordan are home 
to many Cape Dwarf Chameleons, inspiring the name for this intriguing wine. High quality toasted wooden staves 
add tannin and structure, which complements the sweet berry and dark chocolate notes of the Merlot. 
No sulphur was added during the production process.

YONDER HILL ELLA   2022     240
Deep dark colour. Rich velvety texture with red berries, cassis and dark chocolate on the nose. This wine is built 
on a firm but well rounded tannin structure and is well balanced.

RUSTENBERG STELLENBOSCH   2022     275
Rich aromas of blackberries, cassis, eucalyptus and dark chocolate following through to a smooth palate that 
is both balanced and well rounded with fine grained tannins.

DORNIER   2020    300
This wine has aromas of cherry, dark berries and hints of fynbos with a bright ruby red colour. The palate shows 
freshness, concentration and balance, with flavours of ripe black cherries, plums and blackcurrant.

GLENELLY GLASS COLLECTION   2020     310
Delicious forward ripe fruit character matched with serious quality tannins make this a winner.

STELLEKAYA   2020     340
This Merlot showcases both red and dark berry fruit of cherry, plum, blackberry and raspberry. Beautifully 
underlined with both a floral perfume and mintiness. The palate is quite elegant with notes of milk chocolate, 
sweet spice and liquorice. Structured with juicy soft tannins and good acidity.

MURATIE ALBERTA ANNEMARIE   2019     405
A dense purple colour with cherry, cranberry and a hint of chocolate on the nose.

LONGRIDGE   2020    410
Aromas of plump dark, red fruit and ripe strawberries with a hint of dark chocolate and cocoa on the nose. 
A certified organic wine.

THELEMA   2020     420
This Merlot shows bright, red fruit and hints of spice on the nose, with concentrated flavours on the palate and 
soft, polished tannins. Hints of dark chocolate complete this wonderfully balanced wine.

ERNIE ELS MAJOR SERIES   2021     435
This vintage has all of the hallmarks of a classic Merlot, with ripe plums and earthy notes, supported by a core 
of minerality. It’s fleshed out with ripe strawberry, forest underfloor and a hint of chocolate. 

KEERMONT  2020    490
Venetian red in colour, this wine exudes complex aromas of ripe cherry, wild berries and dusty fynbos. Elegant 
but firm tannin affords the wine a long dry succulent finish.

HARTENBERG   2018     495
A mélange of aromas permeate the nose, showing truffles, forest floor, violets, plums and cherry. 
The palate is medium/full-bodied, real juicy fruit, wonderful texture, fine grained tannins and a silky finish.

MEERLUST   2018     730
Deep, youthful purple colour with a ruby rim. Intense dark brambly fruit on the nose, mulberry, liquorice and 
damson plum with hints of dark chocolate and spice, tempered by a stony minerality. The full-bodied palate 
offers generous, ripe, pure Merlot fruit with refreshing acidity, structured yet silky tannins and pronounced 
length and minerality. There is a core of juiciness, opulence and richness typical of the variety, while the small 
quantities of Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot lend greater complexity to the wine. 

DE TRAFFORD   2019     970
David Trafford’s Merlot is one of the Cape’s finest with a deep blood red colour. Dark berry, ripe plums and spice 
nose with a little earthiness, nuts and a hint of chilli chocolate. Intense and beguiling. These flavours follow 
through on the palate in a full, rich and plush mouthfeel. Velvety long texture with plenty of fruit and spice. 

LONGRIDGE MISTERIE   2016  3650
This extraordinary vintage delivered a complex, well balanced and medium-bodied wine with a savoury nose 
and slight cedar, boysen and blueberry character. Ripe, yet soft tannins complement the flavour of plump 
dark red fruit and ripe black cherries and a lingering, but fresh finish.

RED WINES
MERLOT  
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SPIER   2022     195
This classic South African Pinotage has generous red berry fruit and soft tannins.

SIMONSIG   2021     270
A youthful wine with an alluring ruby colour and enticing sweet aromas of red berry, blueberry and a touch of spice.

BELLEVUE   2019    290
This wine shows cherry, plum and raspberry flavours on the nose, complemented by a silky tannin structure and 
a lingering finish.

DORNIER   2021     305
This Pinotage has a deep garnet red appearance. The aroma is intense and persistent with notes of cherry and 
red berries with a subtle Turkish Delight or rose water backdrop. The palate has great concentration with distinct 
notes of plum, bitter cherry, strawberry jam and black pepper supported by restrained spicy oak flavours on 
the finish.

MOOIPLAAS   2022     310
The nose reveals characteristic sweet red cherry and Christmas tones with floral hints. Well rounded 
medium-bodied wine with velvet-like tannins, well balanced and integrated fruit.

L’AVENIR PROVENANCE   2021     320
Brilliant dark maroon appearance, luscious and lively nose of dark mulberry and juicy blueberry with hints of sweet 
vanilla, toffee and flower garden.

MIDDELVLEI FREE-RUN   2021 350
Deep ruby red with violet edges. On the nose you’ll find sweet raspberry aromas with mulberry undertones and 
elegant oak spices.

BEYERSKLOOF RESERVE   2021    380
Bundles of blackberry and prune flavours on entry, which combine well with cedar-oak aromas from barrel 
maturation. Good structure, excellent balance and a long juicy finish.

KAAPZICHT   2021     405
The palate starts out racey, with a bright core of red fruit and firm tannins, developing further complexity of sour 
cherry, cola, green olives and smoke.

LANZERAC   2020    450
Smokey soft top notes combine with black plum and cherry, hints of polish and leather. Juicy, integrated tannins 
support a spicy, meaty core with refreshing acidity and a long smooth finish.

GRANGEHURST   2011     550
A barrel matured red wine - 22 months in French (87%) and American (13%) oak. Red berry and plummy fruitiness 
with vanilla, oak and spice. An elegant wine with fine, smooth tannins.

CT DE WAAL   2018     800
The De Waal family is known for their Pinotage wines. This one is a dark-coloured wine, showing prune and 
blackcurrant flavours and a hint of violets. The palate is well balanced and round with a velvety, lingering finish.

KANONKOP   2021  1090
Deep purple red, with a bright rim. Exuberant notes of raspberry, strawberry and black plum, that follow 
through to the palate. The purity of fruit is balanced by sweet spice, vanilla and supple tannins.

L’AVENIR SINGLE BLOCK   2019  1100
Scented berry flavours with great balance and respectful wood integration makes you almost think it’s not a 
Pinotage. Great wine!

BEESLAAR   2022  1200
Complex aromas of blackcurrants, spice, liquorice and dark chocolate dominate the nose. The palate is plush 
and luxurious, with layered red and black fruit flavours. A powerfully structured wine with elegant, finely 
grained tannins and a lingering, dry finish.

PINOTAGE
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EDGEBASTON   2022     560
A fresh, modern, New World style with a nod to the complexity of Burgundy. This Pinot Noir shows ripe, 
fresh raspberry, strawberry and vanilla notes on the nose. The palate has a touch of minerality and earthiness 
layered below the fresh, clean fruit.

MOOIPLAAS WATERSHED   2019    590
Made in the classic cold climate style. The wine is driven by intense fruit of red berries with perfectly 
integrated acidity and good structure.

VRIESENHOF   2019    740
A shy nose with forest floor and a hint of strawberry, the palate is full and lush with fruit and a slight minerality. 
Dried peach and sour cherries linger on the finish.

MEERLUST   2022    750
On the palate there are very pure Pinot fruit flavours on entry with red cherry and musk flavours coupled 
with fresh acidity. The wine has layered complexity with great elegance and finesse.

HAZENDAL   2019    780
Juicy plum, raspberry and strawberry notes are complemented by earthy notes of mushroom and pencil shavings. 
A savoury wine with a smoky undertone. The tannins are fine and elegant with a lengthy enduring finish.

DALLA CIA   2019    1680
Classic Pinot Noir, typical ruby red colour with orangey-brown tones. Bouquet presents hints of black cherry, 
wild strawberry, musk and smokiness. Mouthfeel is layered and velvety showing complexity and a long 
lingering aftertaste.

PINOT NOIR

GUARDIAN PEAK   2022     215
Cherry and ripe fruit flavours of blackberry. The palate is well supported by sweet baking spices and milk notes.

GLENELLY GLASS COLLECTION   2021    290
Juicy and fresh, with tasty plum and raspberry coulis notes racing through, lined with subtle black tea 
and graphite notes. Shows a pretty flash of spice through the finish with hints of jasmine. 

DORNIER SIREN   2018    350
The nose is filled with aromas of red berry, spices, violets and lilies. The palate is creamy and delicate with hints 
of redcurrant and cedar. The finish is clean and has a lingering aftertaste of berry and white pepper.

DELAIRE GRAFF   2021     360
This juicy, ripe and approachable Shiraz with its ruby colour and purple tints, has spicy white pepper undertones 
as well as lavender and dark red fruit mulberry aromas. A versatile wine, demonstrating a smooth, soft palate 
and savoury finish.

HARTENBERG  2020  400
This wine is a deep black-red colour with spicy, earthy notes on bouquet entry. Also cloves, red and 
black-berry fruit. The palate is rich, fruit-driven with great balance. Fine, powdery tannins finish the wine.

RAINBOW’S END   2020/21         420
This wine is produced in a French style, lending it similar characteristics to a Rhone-styled Shiraz. It is a more 
classic wine produced from a cooler area.

SHIRAZ / SYRAH
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KAAPZICHT   2021 415
This wine has a deep purple core and ruby rim. The wine opens with sweet floral notes, developing further to 
reveal wild bramble, mulberry, spicy rhubarb and liquorice. The palate is generous and juicy, but also quite focused 
and elegant, with harmonious, well integrated oak, for a clean, appetising and long finish.

MURATIE RONNIE MELCK   2019     480
An intense violet edge, sweet spiciness and floral and berry notes. Matured in new and second fill barrels.

TAMBOERSKLOOF   2018     485
Made in classic Rhone style with 95% Shiraz, 4% Mourvèdre and 1% Viognier. Ruby red in colour, with dark spices 
on the nose, aromas of violets, cold red fruit, cherry, plum and rosehip. On the palate flavours of strawberry, 
Turkish Delight, bramble and goji berries lead to a full-bodied finish of earthy spice and lush soft tannin.

GRONDPAD   2020   490
With rich plum and stewed prune aromas and a layer of mint chocolate and tobacco pouch, this 
wine reminisces about all the good things of yesteryear. The palate is smoky and spicy with subtle fruit 
that lingers like memories. The tannins are structured and well integrated.

STARK-CONDÉ STELLENBOSCH   2019  560
This wine has a deep purple-tinged colour. Concentrated dark fruit aromas with liquorice, violet and white 
pepper notes. The palate is rich and broad with layers of fruit and a fine grained tannin structure.  

SAXENBURG PRIVATE COLLECTION SYRAH   2017    580
A beautiful nose of black cherries, red berries and a hint of pepper and spice. The palate is seamless - the tannin 
dense, but finely grained. Hints of oak are beautifully integrated and only adds to the incredible complexity. 
A note of crushed granite and floral elements bring freshness to the palate that finishes with sweet spice.

WATERFORD KEVIN ARNOLD   2018  660
Vibrant dark fruit, earthy, clove and pepper spice lead the aromatics, accompanied by soft liquorice undertones.

RUST EN VREDE   2020    750
Intense ruby. Floral aromas of jasmine laced with ripe red fruits and plum, which leads through to a hint of 
rum and raisin. A well balanced, elegantly fruit-driven wine that finishes with mouth filling, velvety tannins. 

LIEVLAND HEART’S EASE   2019   850
Beautiful meaty and stony profile with fynbos aromas, plums and blueberries with grippy tannins
 

DAMASCENE STELLENBOSCH SYRAH   2022  920
Vanguard aromas present a striking tapestry of spice, fruit, and herbs. Notes of dried rosemary, fennel, 
rocket leaf, and Madagascan pink peppercorn form vertical seams, interwoven with broader horizontals of 
blackberries, red cherry, and spiced orange rind. On the palate, this wine exhibits remarkable agility, with fine yet 
firm fruit skin tannins framing high-contrast flavours of juicy blackberry, sour cherry, white pepper, and fennel. 
The wine concludes with a lingering flourish of dried violets, lavender, and raspberry.

NICO VAN DER MERWE  2019     950
Complex nose with dark berries, cherries, cedar spice and all things nice. The black plums and cherries perfectly 
complement the sleek, spiced white pepper, juicy, fresh and crunchy tannins.

KLEINOOD TAMBOERSKLOOF JOHN SPICER  2017     1600
On the nose the intense dark fruit, cherry and blackcurrant are followed by charming violets and spice. This 
complex wine, even in youth, expresses the integrated French oak very well, with notes of tobacco and fresh 
leather. A smooth entry, with a fresh and elegant palate associated with Kleinood does not disappoint. The power 
on the mid-palate makes this wine unmistakably a Stellenbosch Syrah.

HARTENBERG THE STORK   2019   1950
Voluptuous aromas of ripe dark and red fruit combine with spicy notes on the bouquet. The palate shows an 
abundance of berry flavours, smooth, silky tannins and a bold finish. 

HARTENBERG GRAVEL HILL   2007/19 2300
Ripe and dense, but nicely refined, with stylish Kona coffee and mulled currant and loganberry fruit notes 
laced with melted liquorice snap and spice. Liberally toasted, but integrated on the long, smoldering finish. 

SHIRAZ / SYRAH CONTINUED
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON

RUSTENBERG   2022     275
The wine shows typical Cabernet Sauvignon flavour and aroma profiles of dark berries and tobacco with a 
well structured and lengthy palate.

VILLIERA   2021    290
Classic dark berry fruit with a hint of dark chocolate and violets on the nose.  On the palate it is well balanced 
with rich, soft tannins. 

TOKARA   2021     295
Intense aromas of cocoa, dark berries and a palate of dry textured tannins backing up powerful, inviting 
fruit and savoury mid-palate.

GROENLAND PREMIUM   2019     325
All new French oak broadens the palate of this full-bodied wine. Matured for at least 12 months. Black pepper 
and nutty aromas.

BOSCHKLOOF   2022     330
A full-bodied, oak matured red wine with intense deep ruby black colour. Ripe plum, herb, chocolate and 
complex toasty oak bouquet. A concentrated middle-palate with long aftertaste of blackberries and undertones 
of vanilla, fruit and spice.

DORNIER EQUANIMITY   2019      350
Intense cherry colour with a full bouquet of cassis, blackberries, pencil shavings, liquorice, subtle oak and 
hints of mint. The palate is dense with concentrated flavours of dark fruit combining with elegant tannins 
to create a well balanced wine with a long finish.

KLEINE ZALZE VINEYARD SELECT   2021     395
Aromas of black cherry, cassis and cigar box, opening with dark fruit on the palate complemented by full, 
fine grained tannins.

NEIL ELLIS STELLENBOSCH   2020    495
Aromas of currant, blackberry and plum. Compelling cherry and plum flavours with black pepper spice. 
Full-bodied, finishing with soft tannins and hints of peppery cassis. No sulphites added.

ALTO   2018    540
Born from the exceptional terroir of the Stellenbosch Winelands, this Alto red is renowned for its full-bodied
and rich with ripe but elegant tannins.

BARTINNEY   2019    585
A strong classic-styled Cabernet Sauvignon with touches of cassis and tobacco whiffs showing alongside some 
lead pencils on the nose. This follows through to a moreish plumb and chocolate nuance on the taste.

HARTENBERG PREMIUM   2019  610
Delightfully perfumed with spicy vanilla oak and an abundance of red fruit and cherry aromas. Soft silky 
tannins on the palate with flavours of lead pencil, cigar box and sandalwood. A lingering finish persists.

STARK-CONDÉ   2019     640
Blackberry fruit aromas with tea leaf and cedar notes. The palate is rich and polished with dark fruit and 
mocha flavours and a finely balanced acidity. Long finish with the fine tannins typical of a Jonkershoek Valley wine.

LE RICHE   2021     650
Rigorous vineyard selection, micro vinification, extended skin contact after fermentation and sufficient new 
oak to complement the fruit balance, ensures the pedigree of this wine.

WATERFORD   2018     700
Showing characteristic sweet cedar wood, cold stone and light earthy notes with strong violet, red berry and 
blackcurrant fruit. Elegant, fresh and great balance.

GRANGEHURST  2009     770
Medium-dark plum colour, slightly sweet red berries, cassis, violets with mocha, cedar complexity from 
barrel maturation. A medium-bodied, elegant wine. 

OLDENBURG   2015     850
Deep red colour. Raspberries, cherries and sage contributing a savoury note. Pleasant, lingering 
finish leaving a coffee expression in the mouth. Tannins are grippy and finely structured.
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NEIL ELLIS  JONKERSHOEK VALLEY    2018     940
This is the Neil Ellis signature Cabernet Sauvignon. It is a distinctive style with all the hallmarks of 
the Jonkershoek Valley, known for its balance of elegance and power. Intense dark colour. The nose shows 
restraint, with deep underlying aromas of complex blue- and blackberries and cedar aromas. The palate is 
nervous and fresh, followed by fine, dense tannins. A superb wine.

BOEKENHOUTSKLOOF   2016     950
The nose is complex and alluring, offering redcurrant, black cherry and red plum aromas with whiffs of Herbes de 
Provence, Cape fynbos and clay dust. The red stone fruit of the nose follows through with flavours of youngberry, 
boysenberry and notes of lead pencil, pipe tobacco and tea leaf on a smooth palate. Fine grained powdery tannins 
contribute to a certain nervosité on the mid-palate, juxtaposed against the opulence of fragrant fruit, firm acidity 
and smoky cedar wood undertones from integrated French oak. Vibrant berry fruit persists on a clean, focused finish.

LOUISVALE V BARRELS  2020   970
Louisvale’s flagship wine crafted from five specially selected barrels. Powerful, concentrated, rich, 
multi-layered wine with aromas and flavours of blackcurrant, dark chocolate and hints of cedar and cigar box.

MOOIPLAAS TABAKLAND   2020     1000
Layers of cassis, dark fruit, hints of leather, tobacco and spice. Structured, fine velvet tannins and 
a lingering finish. 

KANONKOP   2019     1180
Abrie Beeslaar produced an extraordinary Cabernet Sauvignon from a 27-year-old vineyard. A classic 
Simonsberg Cabernet, exuding a sense of coolness, despite the warm vintage conditions. A perfumed nose 
filled with notes of blackcurrants, fennel, cigar box, tea leaf and fynbos shrub. The palate is delicate and fresh, 
with an austere old-world charm about it. Grainy tannins complement the earthy profile, with subtle hints of 
liquorice on the lengthy finish.

STARK-CONDÉ OUDE NEKTAR   2018      1800
The Cabernet has a very intense cassis aroma with unique citrus rind notes. It has a firmer tannin structure 
than many of Stark-Condé wines, but still with the elegance for which Jonkershoek Valley wines are known. 

LE RICHE RESERVE   2011      3500
Aromas of dark red fruit and sweet cherries are balanced by a touch of mint and cedar. The palate shows classy 
Cabernet flavours and soft, supple tannins with a firm structure. The rich, juicy entry is followed by an elegant 
mid-palate and long, lingering finish. 

CABERNET SAUVIGNON CONTINUED

OTHER RED VARIETALS
NEETHLINGSHOF  MALBEC   2022     260
A dark ruby colour with an aroma of violets interwoven with ripe plum, dark chocolate and vanilla. 
The palate is rich and full with plum and berry flavours and a savoury touch supported by soft tannins.

BELLEVUE MALBEC   2021   305
This Malbec is a unique example of the cultivar, showing deep colour and fynbos flavours. The nose shows 
hints of rosemary and mint. The palate is packed with plums, berries and spices, followed by soft tannins and 
a lingering finish.

DORNIER MALBEC   2021     330
This grape, with its thick skinned berry and green flesh, tends to be full and juicy with aromas of dark berries 
and plum and hints of violet that are typical of the varietal. The palate is rich in texture and shows characteristics 
of berry, dark chocolate and juicy fruit. The finish is long with a balanced acidity and fine tannin structure.

STELLEKAYA MALBEC    2020     435
Elegantly complex. This Malbec showcases a combination of dark and blueberry fruit followed by vegetal, perfume, 
vanilla and mineral notes. The palate is elegant with a vibrant acidity and well integrated tannins. Expect an explosion of 
fruit, coupled with hints of leather and smoke.

DE TOREN PATRONUS MALBEC   2020  7000 
Born from a desire to craft one of the finest ultra-premium Malbec wines in the world, comes the distinct 
De Toren Patronus. Harvested from decades-old vines, this exquisite Malbec is the patrimony of De Toren’s 
continuous quest for perfection.
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OTHER RED VARIETALS CONTINUED

ZORGVLIET CABERNET FRANC   2020  365
The wine shows cinnamon and spice characteristics on the nose, which are well integrated with flavours 
of black cherry and plum fruit on the palate. 

RAATS FAMILY WINES DOLOMITE CABERNET FRANC    2021      385
Nose promises mulberries and plum fruitiness. Dark berry fruit and a minty herbaceousness linger on the palate. 
Elegant and showing great purity of fruit with a hint of wet-stone minerality. 

JOURNEYS END CABERNET FRANC    2020/21     420
Blackcurrant leaf, red berries and subtle hints of spice and chocolate with a savoury, fynbos character that gives 
you a sense of place.

RAINBOW’S END CABERNET FRANC   2021    530
Oak perfume with blackberry and hazelnut on the nose. Broad smooth tannins. A ripe and succulent wine.

KEERMONT PONDOKRUG CABERNET FRANC   2017     850
Bright blood red in colour. The nose is a deep, complex and intriguing mix of bright red cherry fruit, cloves and 
some typical pyrazine character. The palate is firm and structured with subtle cherry and blackcurrant flavours with 
hints of herbal mountain vegetation (fynbos). The dusty, chalky tannins hold the fruit flavours into a long, succulent 
and dry finish. 

DORNIER MOORDENAARSKLOOF TINTA BAROCCA   2020     550
This is a full-bodied and aromatic wine with hints of raspberry, mulberry and aromatic spices. On the palate 
the wine is concentrated with richness and structure. The tannins are fine, ripe and creamy and in balance 
with the fruit. The wine has a long finish.

DEUX FRÈRES MOURVÈDRE   2020     600
A massively concentrated, treacle sweet-savoury wine that tastes of biltong and coffee cream, muscovado 
and prunes, black tea and green peppercorns. Such a rugged wine, and yet the tannins have an unexpected 
tenderness; such a powerful complex wine, and yet it has a disarming modesty – almost introvert. The rugby
prop who turns out to be a poet.

JASPER RAATS SILK WEAVER SANGIOVESE   2022     430
This wine is a rare Stellenbosch interpretation of the medium-bodied Sangiovese grape. On the nose the wine 
shows dark berry fruit and a warm glowing hint of spice. Flavours abound displaying warm cedar wood, black 
cardamom and a rich mulberry finish that lingers lusciously on the palate.

RED BLENDS
DORNIER COCOA HILL RUBY RED   2021      195
The wine shows aromas of black and red fruit, pepper and a hint of spice. The palate is flavourful and 
well-balanced with concentrated fruit, fresh acidity, fine tannins and a lingering finish.

ALTO ROUGE   2021             250
Powerful berry fruit with cigar box and dark chocolate followed by vanilla and oak spices.

BEYERSKLOOF SYNERGY   2021     280
A delicious Cape blend (50% Pinotage with Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Shiraz, Cinsaut and Pinot Noir) that has 
an abundance of black fruit on entry leading to a juicy middle with a soft, well rounded tannins.

BOSCHKLOOF CABERNET SAUVIGNON MERLOT   2022     320
Ripe plum, chocolate, herb and complex toasty oak bouquet. Concentrated middle-palate, long aftertaste of 
blackberry, undertones of vanilla, fruit and spice..

KLEIN GUSTROW RESERVE   2016     360
Wonderfully bright aromatic sweet fruit with spicy varietal notes. Fine, elegant, nicely framed attractive palate 
with a cedar undertone.

BEYERSKLOOF TRAILDUST   2021  375
There’s a definite malty note to the nose but also red cherries and plums plus some vague floral character. 
The palate is fruit-driven with moderate acidity and smooth tannins.
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RED BLENDS CONTINUED

LE RICHE RICHESSE    2022     370
This Stellenbosch heritage blend has aromas of fresh plums and red cherries, balanced with a touch of oak 
on the nose. Juicy mouth-filling flavours of red berries are supported by a fine, silky tannin structure and a 
rounded long finish.

GRACELAND STRAWBERRY FIELDS   2021     410
Susan McNaughton makes this evocatively named wine that is a blend of 70% Shiraz and 30% Cabernet Sauvignon. 
It has wonderful luscious jamminess with touches of strawberry and vanilla on the nose. A very rewarding wine.

VRIESENHOF KALLISTA  2019  430
Inky blue-black colour showing depth and concentration. The nose combines bright cassis aromas with classic cigar-box 
and forest floor notes. Fine-grained tannins provide a savoury element to the palate ensuring a long and pleasant finish. 

SPIER CREATIVE BLOCK 5    2020     435
Beautiful blackberry and currant supported by cedar, dark chocolate and some subtle fennel flows into a 
vibrant pallet with great balance and dense tannins. A Bordeaux style blend. 

DE MORGENZON MAESTRO BLUE   2021  485
This wine has notes of red and black berry fruit, white pepper and spice. The palate is finely structured, showing 
an array of ripe fruit and floral undertones, with a lingering aftertaste.

RAATS FAMILY WINES JASPER RED BLEND   2021     540
This Bordeaux style blend has all five varieties led by Cabernet Franc and Malbec. The wine shows 
blackberry fruit, spicy tobacco with a firm structure and great length. Perfect for beef steak.

DORNIER DONATUS RED   2018     650
This nose is bursting with flavours of blackcurrant and liquorice. The palate is refined and elegant with silky tannins. 
On the palate flavours of blackberry and cassis are abundant, with hints of dark cherry and a touch of cedar. 

DELAIRE GRAFF BOTMASKOP   2020     670
Rich aromas of cassis and spice with intense liquorice and blackberry flavours on the palate and fine, lingering tannins.

TAAIBOSCH CRESCENDO  2019 680
Very Bordeaux-like, with freshly incorporated notes of sage, thyme and bay leaf adding freshness to balance
the fine, precise Cabernet Franc tannins. This wine, in a word, is ‘classic’. 

ZORGVLIET RICHELLE  17/2018      800
The Richelle is a wine created to embody ‘completeness’. It is not meant to be the boldest, most expressive, 
intense and flamboyant wine in Zorgvliet’s line-up. With this wine the estate showcases the unique character 
of the Banghoek Valley.

VAN BILJON CINQ   2018    920
Powerful structure and expressive composition. The classic oak character is seamlessly integrated with the 
fruit and the fresh berry acid gives the wine vibrance and purity of fruit.

DELHEIM GRAND RESERVE   2020     930
It is a dark ruby red colour with a complex nose of black fruits dominated by blackberries and blackcurrant 
followed by notes of tobacco and tomato leaf, fresh lead pencil shavings and cassis.

TOKARA DIRECTOR’S RESERVE   2020    970
Heady notes of cassis, blackberries and dark cherries. There is a slight herbal lift and freshness to the nose 
with hints of tomato puree and tomato leaf and the typical hint of mint that is indicative of its origin.

DALLA CIA GIORGIO  2018/19       1000
The bouquet has hints of blueberries, cherries, violets, tobacco leaf and spicy cedar wood. The mouthfeel is opulent 
with a generous lingering aftertaste. (Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Petit Verdot).  

DE TOREN Z   2018 1000
A Right Bank style Bordeaux blend, De Toren Z comprises a symphonic blend of five Bordeaux varietals. 
You’ll find it tantalisingly soft on the tongue, with a hint of aniseed, liquorice, raspberry and cranberries 
lending a fresh acidity to its polished finish.
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RED BLENDS CONTINUED

MIDDELVLEI MOMBERG   2017     1000
Tinnie Momberg is the winemaker in the Momberg family and this is their flagship wine of 46% Cabernet Sauvignon 
and Pinotage. This wine offers middle-palate complexity and a delightful lingering aftertaste.

MEERLUST RUBICON  2021     1050
Nose of violets, ripe plum, cedar wood and rich spiciness. A liquorice note and stone minerality also show. 
Full-bodied palate; structured by sleek, ripe tannins that restrain the vibrant dark fruit, giving an opulent 
texture that is kept focused by a linear acidity. (Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Cabernet Franc).

RUST EN VREDE   2019/20      1150
Black fruit, nose of cassis and cooked cherries, poised with great fruit and oak balance. 
(Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Shiraz).

NICO VAN DER MERWE MAS NICHOLAS   2017     1250
This blend boasts subtle black fruit flavours intertwined with the poised influence of wood. The wine is 
well balanced and fruity in the mouth with powdery tannins, much complexity and a luscious finish.

KEET WINES FIRST VERSE   2019    1280
The wine is a blend of 41% Cabernet Sauvignon, 22% Merlot, 22% Cabernet Franc, 8% Malbec and 7% Petit Verdot. 
This wine is about harmony, elegance and power. 

DE TOREN FUSION V   2020    1450
Complex flavours of liquorice, black cherry, cedar and dark berries is soft as spun silk, with a lingering 
hint of sweet fruit on the back palate.

GLENELLY LADY MAY   2018     1550
Lady May is Glenelly’s flagship estate wine. The 2017 Bordeaux blend pays tribute to the pedigree of its 
legendary owner, May de Lencquesaing - balanced, refined and mineral. Etched with underlining fruit power, it is 
fresh, stylish, and subtle with dense age worthy tannins and a long, tight finish.

HARTENBERG MACKENZIE   2019     1600
Initially red fruit aromatics, then a blend of spicy, cedary oak, classic cigar box and wood vanilla aromas lift from 
the glass. The palate entry is rich and rounded, but settles to an elegant mid-palate showing a brightness of fruit 
and finishes with fine-grained tannins.

KANONKOP PAUL SAUER   2020 1850
The saturated ruby colour is complemented by an array of scents typically associated with Paul Sauer -
fresh herbs, tilled earth, pencil shavings, spice, red and black fruits. While being heady and perfumed, the
wine remains classic and refined, with an utterly elegant structure.

SPIER FRANS K SMIT   2017    2300
A royal berry red with ruby red on the rim. A discernible blackcurrant and dark fruit presence on the palate,
with the barest traces of cigar box. You can almost taste the tannins in this blend. They’re firm and assertive,
but also rounded, sweet, soft and very amiable.

DALLA CIA TEANO   2017  2350
Teano is a blend of classic Bordeaux varieties and the elegant Tuscan Sangiovese grape. A ripe, succulent, 
mouthful of dark berries and smoky spice with hints of tobacco and warm earth.

MVEMVE RAATS MR DE COMPOSTELLA   2021    3600
MR has changed the perception of ultra-premium quality red from South Africa. The only local wine included in the 
TOP 50 most memorable wines in the world by The Wine Advocate. “Ignore this wine at your own peril.” Neal Martin.

UVA MIRA OTV   2018     3600
An exquisite expression of seductive fruit with fresh acidity, velvety tannins and a creamy texture.

WATERFORD THE JEM   2016 3800
Named after the owner Jeremy Ord, or ‘Jem’ as he is affectionately known to family and friends, this master 
blend of different red varietals epitomises the best of the vintage at Waterford.

DE TOREN BOOK XVII   2021  7000 
Book XVII has an opulent crème de cassis, fruitcake and fig-scented bouquet with a palate that is ostentatious.
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CHAMPAGNE
NICOLAS FEUILLATTE BRUT   NV 1750
Fresh white fruit aromas. A clean introduction on the palate, delicate beads impart a fresh finish.

CAP CLASSIQUE & SPARKLING WINES
DALLA CIA BULLICANTE     350
On opening, the Bullicante brut presents a gentle bouquet of citrus, orange blossom and minerality. 
It’s crisp on the palate with a well balanced mouthfeel and low acidity. The finish is gentle and with a 
lingering aftertaste of cream, marzipan and white pear.

KLEINE ZALZE BRUT/ROSÉ     355
This wine has aromas of strawberry and blackberry fruit flavours complemented by classic biscuit 
bouquet richness.

SIMONSIG KAAPSE VONKEL BRUT   2022     370
A classic Cap Classique with a light golden hue. Kaapse Vonkel transmits elegance and refinement in every luxurious 
bubble. On the nose, white flowers, apples and nectarines are supported by subtle aromas of shortbread biscuits. 
Refreshing flavours of apple and peach are followed by a delicate mineral finish on the palate. Beautiful acidity 
contributes extraordinary length and finesse to this Cap Classique, making every occasion a memorable celebration.

VILLIERA MONRO PRESTIGE CUVEE BRUT   2013/15  740
A full, ripe toasty flavour on the middle-palate, developing finesse and complexity on the aftertaste.

TOKARA MÉTHODE CAP CLASSIQUE BLANC DE BLANC   2016 1450
This bubbly has a vibrant light golden hue with a green edge. The mousse is exceptionally fine and consistent. 
The aromas are those of lightly toasted almonds, lemon preserve and a hint of fresh green apple. The palate is a 
wonderful interplay between silky liquid, crystalline acidity and fine mousse. Typical flavours include freshly baked 
Gougère, green apple, lemon preserve. Hints of celery salt provide a zipped saline finish.

MAGNUM SELECTION
MERLOT

ALBERTA ANNEMARIE    2015   1300
Intense ruby-coloured wine with pronounced aromas of dark chocolate, black cherries, toasted hazelnuts and 
an unusual herbal edge. The aromas give way to elegant flavours of black fruits (cherries, blackberries and ripe plums) 
matched with rich and savoury notes of black olives, liquorice and spicy tannins (cloves and cinnamon sticks). 
A richly-layered wine with plenty of backbone and structure. 

HARTENBERG    2010     2000
A mélange of aromas permeate the nose, showing truffles, forest floor, violets, plums and cherry.
The palate is medium/full-bodied, real juicy fruit, wonderful texture, fine grained tannins and a silky finish.

PINOTAGE
MIDDELVLEI FREE-RUN    2022    540
Deep ruby red with violet edges. On the nose you’ll find sweet raspberry aromas with mulberry undertones 
and elegant oak spices.

L’AVENIR PROVENANCE   2017   700
Brilliant dark maroon appearance, luscious and lively nose of dark mulberry and juicy blueberry with hints 
of sweet vanilla, toffee and flower garden.

KANONKOP    2021     1900
Deep purple red, with a bright rim. Exuberant notes of raspberry, strawberry and black plum that follow
through to the palate. The purity of fruit is balanced by sweet spice, vanilla and supple tannins. 

MAGNUMS ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY  
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MAGNUM SELECTION CONTINUED

MAGNUMS ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY  

SHIRAZ / SYRH

RED BLENDS

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

TAMBOERSKLOOF   2019     990
Made in classic Rhone style with 95% Shiraz, 4% Mourvèdre and 1% Viognier. Ruby red in colour, with dark spices 
on the nose, aromas of violets, cold red fruit, cherry, plum and rosehip. On the palate flavours of strawberry, 
Turkish Delight, bramble and goji berries lead to a full-bodied finish of earthy spice and lush soft tannin.

WATERFORD KEVIN ARNOLD   2017   1420
Vibrant dark fruit, earthy, clove and pepper spice lead the aromatics, accompanied by soft liquorice undertones.

HARTENBERG    2015     1700
This wine is a deep black-red in colour with spicy, earthy notes on bouquet entry. Also cloves, red and black
berry fruit. The palate is rich, fruit-driven with great balance. Fine, powdery tannins finish the wine.

HARTENBERG GRAVEL HILL    2009     6500
Ripe and dense, but nicely refined, with stylish Kona coffee and mulled currant and loganberry fruit notes
laced with melted liquorice snap and spice. Liberally toasted, but integrated on the long, smouldering finish. 

DELAIRE GRAFF BOTMANSKOP    2020     1300
Rich aromas of dark berry fruit, spice and cassis. The softness of tannins and balance in structure complete this
wine on the palate.

DE TOREN FUSION Z    2018     2400
A Right Bank style Bordeaux blend, De Toren Z comprises a symphonic blend of five Bordeaux varietals. 
You’ll find it tantalisingly soft on the tongue, with a hint of aniseed, liquorice, raspberry and cranberries lending 
a fresh acidity to its polished finish. 

DORNIER DONATUS RED 2017     2200
This nose is bursting with flavours of blackcurrant and liquorice. The palate is refined and elegant with silky 
tannins. On the palate flavours of blackberry and cassis are abundant, with hints of dark cherry and a 
touch of cedar.

LADY MAY    2018     3000
Lady May is Glenelly’s flagship estate wine. The bordeaux blend pays tribute to the pedigree of its legendary 
owner, May de Lencquesaing - balanced, refined and mineral. Etched with underlining fruit power, it is fresh, 
stylish, and subtle with dense age worthy tannins and a long, tight finish.

DE TOREN FUSION V    2020     3400
Complex flavours of liquorice, black cherry, cedar and dark berries. As soft as spun silk, with a lingering hint 
of sweet fruit on the back-palate.

KLEINE ZALZE VINEYARD SELECT   2020   820
Aromas of black cherry, cassis and cigar box, opening with dark fruit on the palate complemented by full,
fine grained tannins.

NEIL ELLIS STELLENBOSCH    2019     1250
Aromas of currant, blackberry and plum. Compelling cherry and plum flavours with black pepper spice.
Full-bodied, finishing with soft tannins and hints of peppery cassis. No sulphites added.

BARTINNEY    2016/17     1450
A strong classic-styled Cabernet Sauvignon with touches of cassis and tobacco whiffs showing alongside some 
lead pencils on the nose. This follows through to a moreish plum and chocolate nuance on the taste. 

KANONKOP    2018     2500
The wine displays complex aromas of black berry, cassis, tobacco with cedar and oak spice. The palate is supple 
and mouth filling – with concentrated black fruit supported by oak spice, roasted nuts and a hint of fresh fynbos. 
The tannins are firm yet well-knit and integrated. 

Edition 19 February 2024
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BY THE GLASS

CAP CLASSIQUE & SPARKLING WINES
KLEINE ZALZE BRUT NV     82
DALLA CIA BULLICANTE     95
SIMONSIG KAAPSE VONKEL BRUT     98

SAUVIGNON BLANC
SOMERBOSCH     43
DORNIER COCOA HILL     48 
THELEMA 60 

CHARDONNAY
RUSTENBERG STELLENBOSCH UNWOODED     53
HARTENBERG WOODED     85 

CHENIN BLANC
DORNIER COCOA HILL 48
GRONDPAD     78
DELHEIM WILD FERMENTED     80

ROSÉ & BLUSH
DORNIER COCOA HILL CABERNET SAUVIGNON ROSÉ  48
STELLEKAYA CYGNUS ROSÉ   68

MERLOT
YONDER HILL ELLA      65
DORNIER   80

PINOTAGE
BELLEVUE ESTATE   75
DORNIER   79
L’AVINIER   80

SHIRAZ/SYRAH
GLENELLY GLASS COLLECTION     75
DORNIER SIREN     90
HARTENBERG SHIRAZ     98

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
RUSTENBERG      69
BOSCHKLOOF      88 
DORNIER EQUANIMITY    92  

RED BLENDS
DORNIER COCOA HILL RED     52
ALTO ROUGE      63 
LE RICHE RICHESSE     98


